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Subject: EN71-3 Safety on Children toys
 
 
We hereby declare that coating
TZ99XX/BB, TZ99XX/NN, TP2009/XX
TH0825/00, DT0452/00, DT0436/00
European norm EN71-3. 
 
EN71-3. This norm defines the requirements (determines the upper limit) regarding migration 
of some elements from materials that toys are made from, provided always that the toy is used 
in  expectable and  predictable way in consideration of child’s normal 
toy’s function and characteristics. Regarding coating
consideration the limits of heavy metals migration, defined in norm EN71
assuming that the contact with child sweat and saliva belongs to sta
we hereby declare that the migration of heavy metals does not exceed the upper limit 
determined in norm EN71-3, thus
film to children hands. Thereby, with regards to the n
TP2009/xx can be used for coating children toys and children furniture.
 
We hereby also confirm that in the products above mentioned 
Phthalates (among them DEHP, DBP, BBP, DIBP).
 
In faith 
 
Lorenzo Corticelli 
Regulatory Specialist 
Sherwin-Williams Italy S.r.l. 

 
 
 

                                                 
iThe present declaration is made on the bases of the information received by
the normative EN71-3 and our manufacturing process.
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Safety on Children toys 

We hereby declare that coatings TU0100/N0, TH0793/00, TU0271/13
TP2009/XX, TH0720/00, TL0099/BB, TL0099/NN
0436/00 (all versions and colours) fulfilsi the requirements of 

This norm defines the requirements (determines the upper limit) regarding migration 
of some elements from materials that toys are made from, provided always that the toy is used 
in  expectable and  predictable way in consideration of child’s normal behaviour
toy’s function and characteristics. Regarding coatings above mentioned
consideration the limits of heavy metals migration, defined in norm EN71
assuming that the contact with child sweat and saliva belongs to standard way of use of toys, 
we hereby declare that the migration of heavy metals does not exceed the upper limit 

, thus there is no harmful transfer of heavy metals from lacquer 
film to children hands. Thereby, with regards to the norm EN71-3, SZ9930/BB

can be used for coating children toys and children furniture. 

in the products above mentioned there is no intentional use of 
Phthalates (among them DEHP, DBP, BBP, DIBP). 

Williams Italy S.r.l.  

The present declaration is made on the bases of the information received by our suppliers in respect of
our manufacturing process. 

 

09/01/13 

TU0271/13, TH0780/00, 
TL0099/NN, TL0335/13, 

the requirements of 

This norm defines the requirements (determines the upper limit) regarding migration 
of some elements from materials that toys are made from, provided always that the toy is used 

behaviour and of the 
s above mentioned and taking into 

consideration the limits of heavy metals migration, defined in norm EN71-3, as well as 
ndard way of use of toys, 

we hereby declare that the migration of heavy metals does not exceed the upper limit 
there is no harmful transfer of heavy metals from lacquer 

3, SZ9930/BB, TP4199/xx and 

there is no intentional use of 

our suppliers in respect of 


